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Introduction: We report the first 3D maps of genetic effects on brain fiber integrity
and complexity, computed from HARDI in 90 twins. Twin studies can reveal the
extent and distribution of genetic influences on brain structure and function. With our new
method for quantitative genetic modeling of HARDI data, we combine structural equation
models (SEM) and permutation methods to plot the 3D profile of genetic and
environmental effects.
Methods: HARDI data were acquired from 22 pairs of monozygotic twins (MZ; 20M/24F;
age: 25.1±1.5 years) and 23 pairs of same-sex dizygotic twins (DZ; 20M/26F;
age: 23.5±2.2 years) on a 4T Bruker Medspec MRI scanner, as whole-brain 3D
volumes with 21 axial slices (5 mm thick; 0.5 mm gap), 23 cm FOV, TR/TE 6090/91.7
ms, and a 1.8x1.8 mm2 in-plane resolution. The scan time was 3.05 minutes. Thirty image
volumes were acquired per subject: 3 without diffusion sensitization and 27 diffusionweighted images in which the gradient directions were evenly distributed on the
hemisphere. The HARDI data were registered by applying deformation fields based on
fluidly matching their corresponding diffusion tensor images (DTI), using the symmetrized
Kullback-Leibler divergence as the cost function, and Fisher-Rao metric interpolation
to preserve ODF detail. White matter fiber complexity was visualized as a 3D map of the
generalized Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) [1]. The JSD was computed from the fiber
orientation distribution functions (ODF) at each voxel and its contiguous 26 ODFs, after
applying the Funk-Radon Transform and ODF sharpening to better resolve fiber
complexity. To analyze genetic and environmental contributions to fiber complexity, we
fitted SEMs at each voxel, to evaluate contributions of additive genetic (A), shared
environmental (C) and random environmental (E) components to the intra-pair covariances
in the JSD, and in
the generalized fractional anisotropy (GFA), a measure of fiber integrity generalizing FA
to HARDI data [2]. To avoid distributional assumptions, we determined goodness of fit
using permutation methods, generating appropriately corrected P-values for our genetic
parametric maps.
Results: Fig. 1a shows that the average JSD is greater in white matter tracts with
highest diffusion anisotropy. Fig. 1b,c show brain regions where the GFA and JSD
measures are best accounted by fitting structural equation models including (1) only

E (unshared environment and experimental error; blue colors), (2) CE
(shared environmental effects; green), or (3) AE (additive genetic effects; red). The
optimal models show hemispheric asymmetry, e.g., variation in GFA (Fig. 1b, circled) or
JSD (Fig. 1c, circled) in the left cingulum is more attributable to environmental factors
(CE), while the right cingulum more to genetic factors (AE).
Conclusions: Fiber integrity and complexity are highly genetically controlled, especially
in regions of high diffusion anisotropy, but there are also environmental effects on fiber
morphology, in different brain regions, with possible hemispheric asymmetries. The
genetic determination may be sufficiently strong for future studies to detect individual
genes contributing to fiber architecture, using these algorithms to guide the search.
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